
Headlined by Larry Ellison, Solution-Soft is Selected as an
Oracle Launch Partner at Oracle Open World 2019

 

Oracle Open World (OOW19) took place this past September and Solution-
Soft’s logo was featured at each keynote, including Larry Ellison’s! Check out
our social media picture below. We are one of the handful of launch partners

handpicked by Oracle for this program.
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Oracle has launched a brand-new program called Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) Marketplace that allows Oracle customers to utilize

universal credit on 3rd party solutions. This means Oracle customers
with surplus universal credit can spend it on Time Machine without

needing to go through the PO approval process. 
The paid listing is a Pay-As-You-Go model, it pays by hour/OCPU, and

is very flexible for Oracle Cloud customers. 
Solution-Soft is also participating in the Bring Your Own License

(BYOL) marketplace program, as well. Time Machine is pre-installed in
the image and ready to go. 

Time Machine® Accelerates Debt Management
Application Testing at Wescot, Providing Peace of Mind

and Confidence
 

Providing the level of confidence they need to commit to on-
time client deliveries for long-term test scenarios within a tight

schedule
 

"Time Machine enabled us to be part of a wider, multi-vendor delivery,
and work within the time frames set by the client. We could not have

completed sufficient testing without Time Machine; it has given us the
confidence that the long-term scenarios are working as designed. There

were no feasible alternatives, and Time Machine did all that we have
expected and helped us deliver a very complex programme."

Alastair Rennie, IT Director
 

Learn More

Learn More

https://solution-soft.com/content/headlined-larry-ellison-solution-soft-selected-oracle-launch-partner-oow19
https://solution-soft.com/sites/default/files/wysiwyg/Case%20Study%20Westcot%20DM9%20Application.pdf


Time Machine Framework
for Oracle &

AIG/SunAmerica
 

AIG/SunAmerica had a goal of
consolidating all Oracle database

functions into one powerful Exadata
server. Solution-Soft provided AIG /
SunAmerica with Time Machine &

Time Machine Framework for
Oracle which perform faultlessly in

the Cloud and enabled AIG to
isolate specific PDB to time travel
and test them as easily as if they

were on premise.
 

Time Machine Helps Armed Forces Insurance Migrate
from Legacy Mainframe to a Cloud-Based Core System

from Guidewire - Insurance Now

“AFI successfully migrated 9 states into our cloud-based system and
could not have done it without Time Machine. “– QA Manager

 

Learn More

Learn More

https://solution-soft.com/sites/default/files/wysiwyg/CaseStudyAIG.pdf
https://solution-soft.com/sites/default/files/wysiwyg/Case%20StudyArmedForcesInsurance.pdf


INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE - SEPTEMBER 21ST

 
The International Day of Peace, also known as World Peace Day is a

United Nations Sanctioned holiday observed annually on
September 21st. It is dedicated to world peace, and specifically the

absence of war and violence, such as might be occasioned by a
temporary cease fire in a combat zone for humanitarian aid access. The

day was first celebrated in 1981 and is observed by many nations,
political groups, military groups, and people. In 2013, the day was
dedicated by the Secretary General of the United Nations to peace

education, the key preventative means to reduce war sustainability. 

Time Machine & Product Suite Software
Demonstration for Deloitte Consulting

Solution-Soft has been working cohesively with our consultant partners
worldwide for large enterprise application projects focusing on the core part
of deployment - testing.Our partners see the great benefit that Time Machine

& Product Suite provide for on time delivery under budget, many of them
started asking us for technical round tables to include products demo, new

features update, and use case sharing. Solution-Soft has hosted many
technical presentations in the past to consultancies and this time we had the



distinct pleasure of hosting a technical webinar upon request to Deloitte
Consulting.

 

How to Enable 100% Test Automation for Agile,
DevOps, and Continuous Integration

 

With the advent of Agile and DevOps, new releases that need to go through
the testing cycle can come out weekly, or on an even more frequent basis. 

Depending on the duration of the test cycle, multiple releases might be going
through the cycle at the same time; increasing the complexity of defect

tracing, debugging, and resources needed.

A software virtual clock solution is the enabler to address time-shift testing
and make test automation one hundred percent achievable.  With a software

virtual clock, applications and database can see the virtual time without
needing to change the system clocks.  As long as the virtual dates are jumping

forward, there is no need to shut down and restart the application and
database!  

 

Learn More

Learn More

https://solution-soft.com/content/time-machine-product-suite-software-demonstration-deloitte-consulting
https://solution-soft.com/content/how-enable100-test-automation-agile-devops-and-continuous-integration


Solution-Soft's Time Machine Now Supports
Distroless & MSSQL Containers

 
Time Machine users can now run with Distroless containers (developed
by Google), Distroless containers reduce the Docker container footprint

to include only the application, its resources, and language runtime
dependencies without operating system distribution. This heightens

security, reduces patching vulnerability overhead, and boosts
performance with smaller image sizes.

 

At Solution-Soft, customers project's delivered on-time
is our number one priority! We pride ourselves on

providing outstanding Customer Service and Support
and are thrilled with all of the positive feedback we get

from our customers.

Scroll down to read some recent Customer Testimonials
below.

"Time Machine a powerful enabler for testing time dependent logic
in a controlled and more importantly safe manner. We sense a

genuine desire from our account manager through to the support
team to make our needs a priority. In the end it feels like they are an

extension to our team."
DWP Development Architecture

Accenture

"Thanks again for everyone’s help, Solution-Soft team! We are
making good progress and, as always, you are providing great and

Learn More

https://solution-soft.com/about/press/solution-softs-time-machine-now-supports-distroless-mssql-containers


timely support."
Application Architect

Medavie

“Without Time Machine, this testing would have simply been
impossible to accomplish without expending tremendous resources

and cost to the bank.”
Key developer

Large Financial Institute, UK
 

Follow us now on all major
Social Media Platforms 

Keep up to date on all your Time Shift
Testing needs for a chance at a shout

out!
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